
Meeting with Mario Wolf    2.11.17 
DCLG seconded to National Association of Self and Custom Build 
 
Anna Marslen Wilson; Anne O’Donoghue; Jude Watson , Marion Wolf 
 
1. Business plans:  
Mario thought the business plan was good and advised on additions  

 The context of the right to build, including the legal duty of LAs to have self build 
registers (and we have registered). 

 Possibility of working with developer who gets planning permission; 
 Expand the section on the pioneer model - Mario will provide text by 10 Nov , 

especially to spell out how the model can be expanded across London boroughs and 
how we can be showcased. Drawing up a tool.  

 Expand the definition and section on affordability  
 Add more re health and social care in pioneer model outline.  
 Add re risk of change of gov policy a positive mitigation that the housing white paper 

which includes the national planning policy framework is widening the definition of 
affordability in spring 2018 - to our benefit. 

2. Project manager role:  
Adam Broadway project manager for K1 Cambridge is going to work with NASCB 
Mario suggested he may be able to support us - costs for six days £1250 ( instead of £250 a 
day) if we join nascb at £195.  
 
3. Seed-corn funding from Locality - Mario is going to check with dclg re our eligibility 
 
4. Banks and mortgages 
Mario recommended our assessment of how many of us will need mortgages to buy units.  
He recommended Triodos and Buildstore - the latter is a broker - contact Raymond Connor - 
he could refer us - they do collective mortgages.  
 
5. He also recommended the Community housing fund - we could bid. 

6. He also has a woman land owner contact through grand designs who has capital - he will 
put us in contact. 
 
7. NASCB is organising a conference on 6 April 2018 and are asking us to consider sharing a 
platform with owch and showcase LOLCC. The conference hosted by GLA will invite London 
LAs at a senior level and community groups. It will also invite HAs, developers, land 
providers, enablers and partners. They will include exhibits to help explore practical issues. 
 


